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Deferred Compensation:
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Source: The Heritage Financial Group and Term Life America
Each account is assumed to earn 5% annually on deferrals and balances.
Based on current law and income thresholds. Figures are approximate in nature.
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Deferred Compensation:
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you have several financing
options.
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SERP can be a
better answer than
issuing stock
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• A wide array of investment
options

age and tobacco use of the
insured, as well as underlying
fund charges and expenses

• Investment
The employee
is cannot
not taxed
losses
be
deducted
on income earned until
some time in the future.


The employer can selectively choose the participants of the plan.



Benefits can be designed
as “golden handcuffs” to
encourage a key employee
to continue to work for the
employer.



Most employers can provide unlimited benefits in
place of, or in addition to,
those receivable under taxqualified pension or profit
sharing plans.

Clearpoint Advisors has the
experience and administrative
capabilities to make the design
options for a client highlighted
above a reality.
Let us bridge your legacy programs to your delivery going
forward.
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Deferred Compensation:
The Future
(cont.)
Compare
YourRevisited
Financing
Option

A SERP can be an
attractive longterm retention tool
SERP can be a
better answer than
issuing stock
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are made at a future date.
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The example below illustrates how aAportfolio
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funded
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plans.
Uponfor
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death,
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yield
business
whenorcompared to a portfolio funded with taxable securities earning the same
tirement plan is an arrangement
retirement
the employee,
gross
rate ofofreturn.
It is important to note that income associated with death proceeds is not taken
where an employer agrees to
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this example.
employer
pays the in
promised
pay additional income to an
benefits to the employee or
7%
7%
employee upon death, disabildesignated beneficiary.
ity or retirement.
Clearpoint Advisors has the
COLI expenses
Income tax &
Various types of compensation
experience and administrative
Net yield
1.50%
expenses
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Advantages
to SERPs
and benefit arrangements have
capabilities to make the design
developed for top-management
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The advantage to the employee
employees that may be funded
above a reality.
of receiving the income after
through life insurance. In a
retirement is that normally he
deferred compensation agreeLet us bridge your legacy proor she will be in a much lower
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ment a key employee is promgrams to your delivery going
tax bracket than if he or she Net yield:
investment
ised a fixed income for a speci- Net yield:
forward.
received the benefit currently.
management
fied period following retirement.fee (IMF)

0.60%

4.90%

5.50%

Contact Us:

Clearpoint Advisors, LLC
Spectra Building 1, Suite 301

Taxable security
2593
Wexford-Bayne
Road Nontaxable
5
portfolio

portfolio

Sewickley, PA 15143 informally funded
with COLI
724-935-5454

Preferential accounting treatment
assumes a tax-paying C corporation: The annual cash surrender value increase of
www.clearpointadvisorsllc.com
corporate-owned life insurance is recorded as income on the income statement and is treated differently from taxable
investments
under
Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 320 (formerly FAS 115). Under ASC 320, securities are
Source: The Heritage Financial Group and
Term Life
America
considered “available-for-sale” securities and are reported at fair value with unrealized gains, net of deferred taxes,
reported in a separate component of shareholders’ equity.
5
Assumes a 30% tax rate.
4
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How Clearpoint Advisors
LLC Can Help

A SERP can be an
attractive longterm retention tool
SERP can be a
better answer than
issuing stock

Deferred Compensation:

Services for informal funding:
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